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Police Continue to Bar Referen-

dum Meetings 

THE Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) con-

tinues to bar and disrupt draft constitu-

tion publicity meetings across the country 

just 10 days before Zimbabweans vote to 

either adopt or reject the draft constitu-

tion during a crucial referendum ex-

pected to pave way for the harmonized 

elections later in 2013. 

In what could be construed as a misappli-

cation of the ZRP powers granted by the 

Public Order and Security Act (POSA); the 

police have taken to disrupting or forbid-

ding the convening of constitutional 

meetings with the latest incident being 

the disruption of the MDC-T rally in Ha-

rare’s Highfields suburb on Tuesday 5 

March. 

 

The disruption of the MDC-T meeting was 

reportedly done on the premise that the 

police had not “cleared” the meeting – a 

premise that MDC-T organising secretary, 

Nelson Chamisa considered to be un-

founded given that the police had been 

notified. 

Said Chamisa: “They insist that 

they did not clear the meeting 

even when we are convinced 

that all we needed to do was 

notify them like we did.” 

 

There is disagreement whether the POSA 

requirement for the convening of a public 

meeting is that one should seek permis-

sion from the police or that one should 

merely notify them of such intent but 

perhaps the police appear to hold the 

latter view if recent events are anything 

to go by. 

MDC-T’s frustration over the disruption 

of its meeting was equally shared by the 

National Constitutional Assembly (NCA) 

who yesterday found themselves on the 

receiving end of a pre-emptive announce-

ment by police in Chipinge, given five 

days in advance, that they would not 

brook an envisaged NCA meeting sched-

uled for Friday 8 March. 

 

Both the MDC-T and NCA meetings were 

supposed to discuss the COPAC draft Con-

stitution ahead of the crucial referendum 

to be held on March 16 and the barring of 

these two organizations from holding 

their meetings raises the question of 

whether police consent is a prerequisite 

to the convening of public meetings. 

 

Prior to this , police barred a constitution-

al debate by the Media Centre in Harare 

on February 27 and a community meeting 

on the COPAC draft Constitution orga-

nized by the Centre for Community De-

velopment in Zimbabwe (CCDZ) in 

Chegutu on February 6. 

 

Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC) Direc-

tor McDonald Lewanika said: 

“It is clear that our beloved 

country is now trending back 

towards being a police state. 
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“...It is clear that we are 

dealing with an authoritarian 

system which is undemo-

cratic and does not tolerate 

plurality”- NCA 

MDC-T organising secretary, Nelson Chamisa 
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“The actions of the 

police, in barring and 

disrupting the 

meetings of both 

those who are of the 

‘Yes’ vote lobby and 

those of the ‘No’ vote 

lobby pile up on the 

now regular raids on 

NGOs. 

 

“The recent developments clearly show that free po-

litical activity in this country is under arrest.” 

“These unwarranted disruptions expose the partisan 

nature of the police force that, besides implementing 

Zanu-PF resolutions, also seems to believe that Zanu-

PF alone should be given the leeway to have audience 

with the people. 

“Under these conditions elections will be a nightmare 

and a credible referendum a pipedream.” 

Police are supposed to be notified of public gatherings four 

days before, according to the requirements of the Public Or-

der and Security Act (POSA) and civil society organizations 

largely adhere to this stipulation only to be rewarded by re-

fusal on the part of the police. 

NCA Spokesperson Madock Chivasa expressed disgruntlement 

over the police actions. 

“They did not give any specific reasons why we should 

not go ahead with our meeting. It is clear that we are 

dealing with an authoritarian system which is undem-

ocratic and does not tolerate plurality,” said Chivasa. 

The police’s emerging pattern of consistently barring and dis-

rupting the MDCs’ and civil society meetings upon receiving 

appropriate notification, reinforces the widely held view that 

the ZRP is partisan and selective in its application of the law 

given that ZANU PF public events or meetings are not subject 

to similar obstructions.  

Moreover, the Police Commissioner- General Augustine Chi-

huri’s self-confessed affiliation to Zanu-PF lends credence to 

suspicions of police bias. 

It is plausible that the continued embargo on political 

meetings facilitated by the ZRP could shrink the democratic 

space for other players, while Zanu-PF enjoys unbridled space, 

given that any breach of the police directives could lead to 

arrest on accusations of holding illegal public gatherings under 

POSA. 

Since August 2012, police have arrested several civil society 

leaders and raided over eight Non-Governmental Organisa-

tions (NGOs), which are working to promote democracy, alleg-

ing illegal voter registration and possession of banned radios.  

Observers of the on going Kenyan election have lauded the Kenyan election which saw queues spanning for kilometres on 

the morning of March 4, 2013. Zimbabweans observing the election have commended the Independent Electoral and 

Boundaries Commission (IEBC) for a transparent process which saw the inclusion of 1000 international and 100 000 local 

observers according to the Election Resource Centre (ERC). 

 

The Kenyan government started preparations for the elections as early as 2010 acquiring bank loans to meet the poll budget 

which is estimated at US$209 million (17.5 billion shillings). This stands as a shocking comparison to the Zimbabwean situa-

tion where sourcing of funds for a possible June election has only started this year. 

 

A reported estimate of US$14,3million was used in the 30day voter registration process which was conducted to ensure a 

new and clean voter’s roll. The voting processes included biometric vetting to ensure increased security of the voter’s roll 

and eliminate the duplicates and any attempts on electoral fraud. In Zimbabwe mobile voter regis-

tration has since been suggested and is yet to be implemented.  

Speaking to the Crisis report team after returning from Kenya, Election Resource Centre Director, 

Tawanda Chimhini commended the election process. 

Kenyan Election process applauded by observers 

Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition Director McDonald 

Lewanika 
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“Everything went well procedurally. The Election 

board had adequate resources for the election allow-

ing them to create a fresh voter’s roll which was host-

ed online and anyone could access it and confirm their 

registration as a voter making the processes a trans-

parent one,” said Chimhini. 

 

Challenges however have come up with the use of the elec-

tronic voting systems reportedly caused by a system overload 

as more voters turned up than was initially anticipated. This 

has had ballots being delivered to the Bomas of Kenya for a 

manual counting process.  

 

“The technical difficul-

ties are a cause of con-

cern, people are now 

anxious about the re-

sults and this has 

caused speculations to 

start among the Ken-

yans with others think-

ing that the technical 

difficulties are a ploy to 

allow vote tampering.  

Many including myself 

do not believe that there 

is any need for concern and have faith in the process 

which was test driven and proved its efficiency in the 

2010 referendum,” said Chimhini. 

The African Union Election Observation Mission (AU EOM) led 

by  former Mozambique President Joaquim Chissano also re-

portedly praised the process noting that the polling stations 

were open in time with more Kenyans than expected turning 

up to vote.  

“While the mission notes the challenges involved in 

the conduct of the historical 2013 elections, in the 

aftermath of the 2007 experience, it commends the 

Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission 

and other relevant agencies such as the Judiciary, the 

National Cohesion and Integration Commission and 

the Registrar of Political Parties for the successful 

conduct of the elections,” Chissano stated. 

Zimbabwean observers of the Kenyan election have called on 

the Zimbabwean Election Commission (ZEC) to embrace tech-

nology and ensure a transparent and 

inclusive process in order for the up-

coming Zimbabwean election to have 

integrity. 

Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC) Spokesperson and Bulawa-

yo Agenda (BA) Director Thabani Nyoni commented on the 

developments in Kenya and the transition in Zimbabwe which 

is on the home stretch to elections expected later in 2013. 

  

“First of all the Kenyan process is likely to be far 

better than ours because they took more than a year 

harmonizing their new constitution with current laws. 

They also managed to reform key electoral institu-

tions such as the Judiciary, the electoral commission 

and even the police.  

 

“The other advantage is that the incumbent president 

is not contesting in the next election and this brings in 

new dimensions and a certainty in power transfer.  

 

“Concerns about violence have been raised and we 

think that they are legitimate; they have kept the par-

ties under pressure in terms of repeating 2007. We 

can only hope that elections in Kenyan will reflect the 

will of the Kenyan people and thus shift the pressure 

back to Zimbabwe.  

 

“A credible process in Kenya is likely to inspire a new 

belief in Zimbabweans that they can also produce a 

similar process,” said Nyoni. 

Human Rights Defender, Lovemore Chinoputsa, the former 

Secretary General of the Zimbabwe National Students Union 

and former University of Zimbabwe (UZ) SRC President, com-

mented: 

“We are miles apart from the Kenyan situation in that 

the necessary reforms will not be able to be imple-

mented in the few months we are left with to elec-

tions in Zimbabwe. But I think ZEC especially can take 

a cue from the transparent manner in which the elec-

tion is being held.” 

At the time of publication, Uhuru Kenyatta was ahead at 53% 

to 42% over his main rival, Prime Minister Raila Odinga, with a 

little more than 40% of the vote counted, according to the 

election commission website. 

The winning candidate must get more than 50% of the total 

votes cast and at least 25% of votes in half of the 47 counties. 

If there is no clear winner, a second round of voting will take 

place, probably on 11 April.  

Election Resource Centre Director, Tawanda 

Chimhini 
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